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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Tricorder Data Systems (TDS) Joins Motorola PartnerSelect Program
Baltimore, MD (October 1, 2009) — Tricorder Data Systems, Inc., (TDS) announced today that it
has become a member of Motorola’s PartnerSelect Independent Software Vendor (ISV) Program.
TDS will offer its software products that perform remote personnel and asset tracking/accounting,
radiation detection and sub second image transfer on Motorola MC75 Enterprise Digital Assistants
(EDA) and other Motorola mobile computers.
TDS’ Radiation ScoutTM and Emergency Management Incident Tracking System (EMITS) is
designed for interoperability with Motorola’s MC75 EDA. These intuitive TDS mobile software
products are enabled with database harvesting, scanning, real-time/secure/wireless data transfer,
and image analytical capabilities. Radiation ScoutTM represents a new, novel approach to
radiation detection. It uses a technique that measures gamma ray hits as they interact with a
digital camera’s Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) imaging chip. The
Emergency Management Incident Tracking System (EMITS) software provides the first integrated
tracking system for managing field personnel and assets in real-time. Picture ExpressTM, which
was designed to organize, transfer, store and provide advanced analysis on digital pictures in a
real-time mobile environment, has also been optimized for use on the MC75 and other Motorola
mobile computers.
“By joining Motorola’s PartnerSelect ISV program, we expect to benefit from Motorola’s vast
partner ecosystem and significantly improve our time to market delivering vertical solutions that
customers demand,” said Ray Blankenheim, President of TDS.
TDS was formed as a partnership between Virginia based Caelum Technology and Baltimore
based Waterfront Technologies. Additional products and services in the areas or radon detection,
facial recognition and coherent change detection are currently being planned for release in 2010.
###
About Tricorder Data Systems (TDS) (www.tricordersystems.com) Tricorder’s mission is to
research and develop commercial off-the-shelf software products that are specially designed and
adapted for secure mobile wireless operation that perform in real-time. All Tricorder software
focuses on the construction of high value applications that are intended for distribution by a valueadded reseller (VAR) network into the mobile-based marketplace. Tricorder Data Systems is a
subsidiary of Waterfront Technologies a woman owned and operated business located in
Baltimore MD. Waterfront Technologies has been performing government and commercial IT
contracting web hosting, web page development, and marketing services.
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